THE HUMAN CONTRACT
Why human contract?
We have great challenges today with lack of individual physical and mental health, harsh
communication on social media, global challenges with the environment, population
movement, different prejudice (like racism, age discrimination, sexism) and lack of
governments collaborate. We need to unite as a humanity – for better health, collaboration,
deepening governance and increasing civil participation.
• The movement of the human contract is non-party political and non-religious.
• The human contract acknowledge that each human has both rights and
responsibilities and that we learn through our difficulties.
• The human contract is based on United Nations Universal Declaration of human
rights. The human responsibilities is modern leadership – to be accountable as a
human.
• The human contract supports all 17 UN goals.

Vision and Mission
The vision is a world where every human understand and are living their rights and
responsibilities. The mission is a global communication on the human social contract.

Values
We commit to humanity by; dignity, integrity, diversity, trust and empowerment.

Seven principles of human dignity
The human contract is based on United Nations Universal Declaration of human rights and
the human responsibilities is modern leadership. These seven principles acknowledge that
we thrive and develop as humans by facing and going through our difficulties. We have both
rights and responsibilities within these seven areas.
1. Body - You have the right to your body, and you are responsible for the same
2. Thought - You have the right to your thoughts, and you are also responsible
questioning and broadening your perspective.
3. Emotion - You have the right to all of your emotions, and you are responsible in your
expression of these.
4. Expression/communication - As humans we have the freedom of our expression and
communication, but we are also responsible for our creations and trying to
communicate and create with dignity.
5. Movement - We have been on this planet for more than 200,000 years. We have the
freedom of our movement, but we also have a responsibility whether we move
between rooms, buildings, in society or globally.
6. Life - You have the right to your life to live with whomever, wherever and however
you like – but never at the cost of any other.
7. Collective - As humans we have collectively human rights but also a responsibility
standing up against injustice such as; corruption, abuse, burglary, environmental
devastation, animal cruelty and other undignified behavior - “civil courage”!

If you want to know more…
Contact strategic advisor and business agent at Virtual Management AB
info@virtualmanagement.se

